FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LE Swing Door Operator Easily Automates Manual Swing Doors
INDIANAPOLIS, July 19, 2021 – Automating medium or heavy-duty swing doors for touch-free
access applications is easy with dormakaba’s new ED100LE low energy swing door operator.
The ED100LE can automate new or existing manual swing doors with a push plate, wave plate,
or other “knowing act” device. A multitude of adjustable features offers flexibility to fine tune the
operator to meet opening requirements.
“The ED100LE advanced automatic power assist combines minimal push forces – as low as
ANSI size 1 – with reliable closing,” said Tom Chaney, Assistant Vice President, Product
Manager, Entrance Systems. “It is a highly adjustable, smartly engineered operator system at
home in a variety of outswing and inswing door systems either with a push are or a pull arm.”
The ED100LE is tested beyond traditional standards, using a larger door with greater weight
and testing to over one million cycles, with continued testing beyond that benchmark. Tests
have shown that at one million cycles, the product uses only 20 percent of its motor life. In
addition, tests show that the ED100LE operator has less than a one percent failure rate,
globally. It also offers full power durability in a low energy setting.
This product is ideal for interior or exterior use in medium to heavy duty (600 lbs door) settings
such as hospitals, care facilities, hotels, restaurants, and at commercial and academic
institutions. Specific features include:
• Integrated hardware power supply and relay, allowing for seamless control of security
hardware
• Bild-in door position status, indicating door open or door closed
• Close and latch in case of power loss (adjustable closing speed on loss of power)
• Hardware pre-load functionality for reliable operation
• Built-in system interface for connection to any access control system
The ED100LE boasts a small footprint, up to 65 percent smaller than similar operators. It is ADA
compliant and meets the stringent requirements of ANSI 117.1 and ANSI A156.19.
For more information, visit dormakaba.com.
To view all dormakaba press releases, visit dormakabaamernews.com.

About dormakaba
dormakaba is one of the top three companies in the global market for access and security
solutions. With strong brands such as Dorma and Kaba in our portfolio, we are a single source
for products, solutions, and services related to doors and secure access to buildings and rooms.
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With around 16,000 employees and numerous cooperation partners, we are active in over 130
countries. dormakaba is headquartered in Rümlang (Zurich/Switzerland) and generates an
annual turnover of over CHF 2 billion.
SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA (formerly: KABN / KABNE) Further information at
www.dormakaba.us.
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